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About This Game

Hello Survivor. After a long Lanparty you find yourself in a mysterious forest fighting to stay alive against monsters and
zombies. Explore, build, survive in this first person survival horror world.

Build, explore and survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator.
Key alpha features

Enter a living, breathing world, where every tree and rock can be chopped down.

Chop down trees to build a camp, or start a fire to keep warm. Scavenge food to keep yourself from starving.
Build a shelter however you want to keep yourself safe.

Explore and build during the day. The nights are dark, so use this time to sleep or craft new weapons and tools
Defend yourself against zombies, wild animals and other bad things in the dangerous forest.

Gamers Unknown Survival has been in development by a single person for a while, but now we need your feedback to make it
even better. Our vision for this game is a terrifying open world full of gameplay options and player freedom. We’ve come a long

way but still have a lot of features and improvements to make.

Here’s a small list of what we want to add at the early access:

Save Option - it´s Early access and we are testing this feature to make a perfect save system.
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New Weapons - We plan on adding new weapons and skins every month!

Map Expansion - Over time new areas will be added for you to explore including an underworld system.

More buildable items - More options in what you can construct and what’s available to use.

Craftable Items and Supplies - New items as well as craftable items/structures given more possibilities to create the
world around you.

New Creatures - With more Map Expansion, we plan to add more creatures to the world which in turn will bring new
fears and surprises.

Visual Improvements - Better Textures for the environment and items.New camps, Rock Formations, Mines to explore
and much more!

UI - Tweaks and polish.

Multiplayer - Everyone loves multiplayer, so let’s do it!
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Title: Gamers Unknown Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
GCTV DevTeam
Publisher:
GamerCrewTV
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: 32bit windows users need to ensure they have at least 4gb of ram usable on their system.

English
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Sadly, this game crashes for me after about 15 minutes of play. I would love to play it, if the bugs were fixed.. I want to like this
game but right now its just too unpolished.
The good things: It's cute! Enemies arent that hard to kill. The puzzle parts arent hard to figure out. The general atmosphere in
the game is fun.

The bad parts: Having to restart the level when you die. Losing your Spares when you die. Also when i have 90 Spares and i
need 50 to fix something i expect it takes away 50 and letting me continue with my remaining 40, instead it takes all the scrap
you have leaving you with 0 and that really confused me. Achievements dont make sense. Theres lag occuring when you break
boxes. Later levels are very short.

Fixing these things would hugely improve this game but how it is right now i give it a 4/10. It adds a building,a building that is
complety useless since there a far more efficient industry buildings in the game and the scenario that it adds is really boring. Its
a waste of time and money.. I have a bit of mixed feelings. The route itself is great, but some of the career scenarios are not
playable, which is a pity. Even though I think I played well, I was 21 seconds late at the first go via point. DTG blew it when
they updated this DLC. I filed a bug, but I it is completely unclear if they will change. At least one scenario is not playable.
Thefore I changed my recommendation to negative. As a great fan of turn based strategies and everything related to Great war, I
have been following developing of this game since its campaign at Kickstarter for a year or so, waiting for it to become usable
and interesting. Finally after recent updates - being able to equip its own squad and use heavy machinery, decided to go for into
playing in it. If to summarize its pros and contras, here they are:
Difficult to accomplish missions if you do not play accurately and smart. Soldiers are killed with 1-2 shots or grenade and you
have just few of them - like it when it is hard :-)
Good looking and high quality graphics, music, game mechanics etc;
Updates are coming every week and as it have been told by developers it is scheduled to be ready in full this summer already.
Feels like it is progressing fast to be finalized;
Cons:
Still too few missions :-( and only one is so far with tanks and artillery;
Quite many of the iconic symbols of Great War are missing - barbed wire, gas, cavalry attacks...or at least I did not see it yet -
did not find info from developers if they plan to have it. An amazing funny game, too bad im just too♥♥♥♥♥♥at it to do
well.. Play it, you'll be hooked in 10 minutes!
Sharp controls, classic but creative levels, incredible graphics! (big thumbs up for graphics!) and some pretty rocking music.
What more would you need?. really fun have to get used to it. Backed this on kickstarter and i'm soo glad I did ! Love the warm
feeling this game gives you. Love the added fudge recipe. Will try to make it and play while eating a sandwich all at the same
time. =s
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More people should be playing this fast and fun game.. Very well made. It has very good information to go along with the art.
This is wonderful in it's current form, and anything additional is just icing on the cake. It is very cool being right up next to
famous art pieces and learning some context behind them.. Fun & beatiful game!
Clever puzzles with a chilled out atmistpher and music
A must play game. A little difficult to Navagate at first, but is a decent game so far.. It should be better as soon as they get more
episodes. Hopefully they add many new Achevements too... i cant even play the quit button is down below it wont let me press
play.... This is FUN! Its a small game but its quite an exercise! I only stopped and i was tired :P. for this price you cant lose..
This game gave me a$$ cancer......... not in a bad way (the game is amazing) but from the severe anal prolapse i suffered from
uncontrollable laughter and joy this game gave me.
Expect nothing and you will be overjoyed at the madness and utter stupidity provided.
Less Pixels than your toaster, worse jokes than your dad, less tasteful than your mum in a bikini.
Worth every penny 10\/10

(Just like your mum). It was worth the 59 cents I gave for it, it was worth about a dollar in content. Don't do the M mode by the
way, just makes the game not fun. Just escape to the map so you can revisit it if you want. If you want numbers, 110 missions
are needed to do the ending mission, and I skipped like maybe 5 missions. It's super fun from start to middle, but the end has a
mix of fun and just kind of bs really thin lines. Not enough bs missions to stop you from getting to the end, though. It's good. By
the way if you find an elevator in a level select, wait until you unlock the bomb to jump up. I spent too long trying to get up
without it. Yes there is a mission up there, it's the little floating cube. I got up there once and didn't notice it was a mission so I
jumped back down. HORRIBLE mistake.. its like subnautica in space but kinda gay
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